~ Astro Overview for March 2019 ~
By Elizabeth Jones * Starpathways.com
Greetings! And Welcome to The Monthly Beacon for
March! If you're new to TMB it is a concise (and free)
overview of the month's key astrological events and
influences (akin to the ACM Beacon but with some
changes such as the box on page 2). We have quite a
month ahead. Enjoy!
In Light ~Elizabeth

1: Overview: Key themes & areas of focus for the month:
"We must let go of the life we have planned in order to live the life that is waiting for us."
~Joseph Campbell

As I've been discussing since mid-2018 we are in a cycle of major endings leading to
beginnings which continues this month. Emphasized now is the inner and spiritual side of these
shifts. There is a special, almost surreal energy much of the month making it tricky at times to focus
on the "real world" while the "other world" is asking: "What are you willing/ready to let go of in order
to live your life at a higher level?" Such answers may come by the end of the month. Pay attention.
•Mercury is retrograde in elusive Pisces much of the month and Uranus is making its final entry into
Taurus...both setting the stage for some intrigue and shifts to occur (see box/next page).
KEY: Look at what is ready to be eliminated/completed in your life as this will help you to embrace
the new cycle beginning at the equinox on 3/20.
To attune the cosmic energies in play: •Use your imagination and creativity to solve everyday
challenges or issues. Listen to your intuition. Spend time in silence, prayer and/or meditation. Take
note of synchronicities and coincidences. Qualities to develop/focus on: •Developing and trusting
your intuition and inner knowing. Believing in yourself and your dreams. Forging links between your
spiritual and your everyday lives. Unconditional love and compassion. Seeing/moving beyond
boundaries. What to be careful of: •Being unrealistic and/or believing anything you hear or read.
Becoming easily distracted or deceived (or being deceptive). Difficulty getting and staying focused.
Feeling ungrounded or spacey. Not resting/retreating when needed. What to be grateful for:
•Inspired and helpful messages and insights from your guides and inner teachers. Being in awe by
the mystical and magical aspects of life. What special opportunities to look for this month:
•Aligning/connecting with your higher self. Utilizing your imagination and creativity to be inspired
and/or resolve problems. Embracing unconditional love and acceptance. Some important experience
may occur that shifts your perspective in some key way. Feeling a renewal of faith and hope.
Reflection, forgiveness, letting go and compassion are keys to making the most of this mystical time.
....................................
3rd>6th~Balsamic Moon Phase occurs 3+ days before the NM and is the most mystical time of
month. It's easier to perceive gateways and portals. Use this time/energy to tap into what is deeply
meaningful to you at a soul level.
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6th~New Moon in 15˚47' Pisces at 8:04 am
PT This is a VERY rare and mystical NM
bringing insights and messages that can guide
you during the next 6 months. Let go of the
old cycle, habits and patterns in preparation
for the new energies streaming forth at the
equinox! ASK: What am I being called to do?
Miracles can occur now. Also emphasized:
Loving yourself/others; tolerance; surrender.
3/20~Full Moon/Super Moon at 0˚09' Libra
at 6:43 am PT The need for restoring balance
and a much-needed sense of order is strong.
Also emphasized: Legalities; fairness and
equality; the law and justice systems which
includes Divine Justice and the laws of
karma. Collaborations, relationships and
partnerships need some attention before
moving forward. Topics may be related to
values and finances.
....................................

Spiritual Focus for the Month
Key spiritual themes: Your spiritual path;
Devotion and surrender. Renewal; faith.
Pisces is “The Light of the World that ends
darkness in matter." ~Malvin Atley, Astrologer
Affirmation: I release old ways, beliefs and
patterns that no longer serve my highest path.
Quote: "Every person is a doorway through
which the Universal becomes individual."

....................................
Uranus enters Taurus until 7/7/2025
A lot is shifting on the etheric/energetic levels
bringing greater LIGHT deeper into the
physical realms. This can create big changes
in several arenas as much is exposed and
purged. Initially you may feel off or out of
sorts as though something is happening but
you're not quite sure what. Allowing a period
of adjustment helps. Know that changing
your priorities and values is at hand moving
you towards a greater sense of aliveness and
vitality. NOTE: The Earth is impacted by this
event and increasing the possibilities of
earthquakes, volcanic activity, extreme
weather, etc.
....................................
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:: March Events ::
3/1 Venus square Uranus (2/28>3/1*)
Can creates chaos/uncertainty in relationship/partnership
arenas. Freedom of all involved is needed. Avoid impulsive
spending. Cycles complete. Shifts of energy abounds.

3/1 Venus enters Aquarius until 3/26
Moving into more independence in relationships is possible
during this time. Concerns for the global family increase.
Questions related to destiny of humanity may enter the
conversation. "We are one" is the motto now.
3/5: Mercury stations retrograde in Pisces until 3/28
The mental meets the mystical. Mind delves into the inner
realms seeking to release old mental patterns while also
increasing faith and triggering inspiration and creativity. Very
mystical; opens portals to higher dimensions. Can be spacy,
hard to focus on practical matters. Trust your intuition and
pay extra attention to messages from any source.

3/6 Uranus enters Taurus until 7/7/2025
<See info on this doc.
3/3 to 3/6 Mystical Balsamic Moon Phase
<See info on this doc.
3/6 New Moon at 15˚47' Pisces at 8:04 am PT
<See info on this doc.
3/14-20 Mars trine Saturn & Pluto (3/11>3/22*)
In the midst of major change, planetary shifts and even chaos
this combo mid-month can help to stabilize and ground the
energies. Helps with focusing and accomplishing the task
before you. Keys: Connect with the Earth often AND "keep it
simple"... don't make things more complicated than they are.
One step at a time is a good motto now!

3/20 Sun enters Aries until 4/20
A new Solar cycle begins as you look out to the next year.
Emphasized: Independence, who/what you identify with, the
Life Pulse/vitality, beginnings, initiations, starting points.

3/20 Full Moon/SM at 0˚09' Libra at 6:43 pm PT
<See info on this doc.
3/24 Mercury conjuncts Neptune (3/22>3/28*)
3/28: Mercury stations direct Potentially very chaotic
energy making it difficult to focus or get a grasp of what's
really true/false. Feeling spacey, ungrounded, turned around
are all likely. Extra rest and time in meditation helps. Avoid
signing contracts/making agreements until early April.
3/30 Mars enters Gemini until 5/15 Stimulates the
mental and thought processes. Lively conversations and
dynamic communications are likely. Lots of ideas are flying
around. Beware of becoming mentally over-stimulated.
* Time/days of strongest influence.
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